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1. Introduction 
 
This report analyses the process of elaboration of the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana basin as a 
planning instrument aiming at managing water resources in the basin, providing water to the population and 
economic uses and preventing deterioration of valuable wetlands, helping achieve good ecological status of 
surface and groundwater.  
 
The traditional conflict between the development of agriculture and the protection of the wetlands in the 
Upper Guadiana basin is a case of special interest from a technical, economic and social perspectives due to 
three main reasons: (1) the large area it covers (16000 Km2 aprox.), (2) the large population affected (3) the 
importance of funding from the national and European level that have been invested in the area since the 
beginning of the nineties to mitigate the problem (Cruces de Abia et al., 1998). 
  
This case illustrates at least four key aspects related to participation, social learning and decision making in 
water planning: 
 

a) It illustrates planning processes carried out according to the dominant paradigm of technical 
determinism and administrative decision making, that requires instruments for imposing 
decisions made from above. The traditional process of decision-making and plan preparation is 
limited in the issues that are dealt with, decisions are often arbitrary, and lack transparency. 
Participation processes are framed in the context of legally required formal information and 
consultation processes (formal allegations) and bilateral lobbying. 

 
b) It illustrates the types of reactions that traditional participatory processes generate. Some 

stakeholders of the Upper Guadiana basin opposed openly their frustrations with the Plan proposals 
as they considered the formal process of elaboration of the Plan did offered them the possibility to 
express different views.  The process did not involve clearly and actively the interested parties. 
This meant that actors did not feel reflected or understood the proposals in the plan. Outcomes 
were challenged because of their contents and because of the process of elaboration itself.  

 
c) This case is also illustrative of how, in this context, social learning may develop mainly as an 

‘extraofficial’ process that helps to deal with the main trade offs in the resolution of the issues and  
help move towards open and democratic participatory processes, with greater ownership by 
local actors,  in plan preparation and water resources management. 

 
d) The case illustrates changes in the external context such as  political changes may be key in PP, 

and social learning in water management if they build in the social capital created by informal 
participation process.  
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2.  The context, the challenges and the complexity 
 
The physical context 
 
The upper Guadiana basin, located in the Castilla-La Mancha region (in the centre of the Iberian Peninsula) 
covers a surface of 16130 km2. It has a semiarid climate with low irregular precipitation (440Mm3/Year) 
and probably constitutes the Spanish river basin with a lower fluvial input in natural conditions (Memoria 
del PEAG, 2004). This area is characterised for its low-lying topography and the abundance of numerous 
calcareous aquifer terrains which explains the high interrelation of surface and ground waters, the 
replenishment of the aquifers and the existence of numerous wetlands. 
 
From a hydrological perspective four aquifer systems constitute the Upper Guadiana basin. The Mancha 
Occidental (Hydrological unit 04.04), known as “Aquifer 23”, covers around 5,126 km2 and is the most 
important aquifer in the Guadiana Basin. The Mancha Occidental is a wide extensive plain and the largest 
natural hydrographical system in the Iberian Peninsula. A series of lateral aquifers are linked to it via the 
surface river network and via underground connections between the aquifer layers.  Runoff from the rivers 
Cigüela, Riansares, Záncara, Azuer and Córcoles, drain into the plain where water infiltrates and 
evapotranspiration take place. The natural springs of the infiltrated water are combined with surface flows 
to create an important group of wetlands. The average rate of recharge of Aquifer 23 is estimated to be 340 
Million m3/year.  
 
The Tablas de Daimiel and the Ojos del Guadiana wetlands, included in the Biosphere Reserve of La 
Mancha Húmeda are located in the southwestern part of the Mancha Occidental and, naturally constituted 
the main discharge area of ground waters. The evolution of the Mancha Occidental aquifer and, particularly 
and the natural and human impacts affecting the Tablas de Daimiel and the Ojos del Guadiana wetlands  
have been widely studied since the creation of the Tablas de Daimiel National Park in 1973 as the decrease 
in the aquifer levels is challenging the survival of this wetlands of international importance .  

 

 
Figure 1.  General Map of The Upper Guadiana Basin 

Source: Cruces de abia et al., 1998 
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The average renewable resources in the Mancha Occidental area are estimated to be 328,7 Hm3/year 
(Memoria del PEAG, 2004). Agriculture is the main economic sector representing 44% of the total 
employment (60% in some municipalities) and the main use of ground water. Population supply and 
environmental protection are the two other main uses. Industrial use is also strongly related to agricultural 
products (wine, cheese factories). 
 
The socio economic context and impacts (see Annex 1) 
 
The use of groundwater for irrigated agriculture and drinking water supply intensified from the 70s due to 
the development of new pumping techniques that facilitated the transformation of dry (rain fed) to irrigated 
agriculture. Traditional agriculture has been transformed moving to water demanding crops (corn, beet 
root, alfalfa) benefiting from the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) funding included in the 1992 reform. 
The increase in the intensity in the use of the water resources coincided with a dry climatic sequence 
(drought) that led to a severe decrease of the ground water levels 840-50m in some areas).   The evolution 
of water use in the Mancha Occidental aquifer affected the Tablas de Daimiel and the Ojos del Guadiana 
wetlands. The decrease in aquifer levels is affecting the Tablas de Daimiel National Park challenging the 
survival of this wetlands of international relevance .  
 
Institutional context - The Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin (see Annex 1) 
 
From the late eighties, in order to palliate these effects, the administration implemented several policies. 
The first one was the Declaration of overexploitation and the establishment of an “exploitation regime” by 
the river basin administration. This measure was complemented in 1993 with the implementation of the 
Income Compensation Program, which lead to a reduction of the irrigated surface dedicated to these highly 
demanding crops and the reduction in the volume of water abstracted, allowing a certain level of recovery 
of the aquifer level. However, neither of both measures could solve the existing social conflict related to 
groundwater use. In order to capture the complex socio-economic, institutional and environmental aspects 
of the problem the elaboration of a Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin (SPUGB) was included in 
the National Hydrologic Plan of 2001. The elaboration of the proposal of the SPUGB was delayed several 
times and it was not until the beginning of 2004 when a proposal was finally elaborated and presented to 
public information (and consultation). However, the process of elaboration of the Plan, especially regarding 
the participation of the interested parties in the problem, has been highly controversial and a consensus 
over the content of the Plan was not reached. The 2004 elected government initiated a new participatory 
process in October 2004 aiming at having a new plan in 2005.  
 
Three major periods can be identified during last century to today:   
 

- The first period corresponds to the traditional system of water management in the basin, that 
starts at the beginning of the XXth century with relatively low use of water resources and fewer 
wells and ends in 1985 with the start in the promotion of irrigation agriculture in the area and 
accelerated construction of wells.  

- The second period is defined by the transition from the traditional system of water 
management and use (and property and water use rights) to a new one. Public policies  
supported the transformation or rainfed to irrigation agriculture and CAP policies accelerated the 
exploitation of the aquifer. The situation was aggravated by a severe cycle of drought. The effects 
of the natural and human development of the region challenged the availability of water resources 
and new policies and regulations were designed and implemented aiming at protecting the resource 
ad ensuring the socioeconomic development of the region. 

- The third period represents a turning point towards a more open regime which aims to complete the 
transformation initiated in the previous phase. This phase is characterised by the creation of users’ 
organisations and their participation in the first attempts for a more integrated planning of 
the water regime.  
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Table 1. Historical developments in the Upper Guadiana Basin : main developments and transitions 

First period (1900 – 1985):  Traditional regime: private property of groundwater 
1900-1960 
Traditional 
agriculture 

- Traditional agriculture: vineyard, cereal, sheep farming 
- Ground waters are considered private property of the land owner. 
- Low abstraction levels. Aquifer not overexploited 

1960-1985 
Development 
of  
irrigation 

- Irrigation becomes a powerful sector. Promoted and funded by national and EU agricultural policies. Subsidies to 
beet root, sunflower and corn crops 
- Increase of the irrigated areas and volumes of ground water abstracted  
- Accelerated process of digging new wells to consolidate rights in anticipation to the LA’85 
- 1985: Water Act: Ground waters are included as public domain. Traditional property rights are respected. Users can 
choose to register their rigths as privative uses and transform them into administrative concessions. 

Second period (1986 – 1995): Initiating a transition in the water regime. New regulatory framework and policy initiatives 
1986-1991 
Impacts on the 
hydrogeology 
and ecology. 
First actions 
taken 

- Drop of the aquifer level. Beginning of the overexploitation 
- 1986: Creation of first Irrigation Community of the Mancha Occidental Aquifer.  
- 1987: The A23 is provisionally declared overexploited by the Guadiana basin administration (GHC)  
- 1986-1995: severe drought period 
- 1988: First water transfer from the Tajo-Segura diversion channel to the national park of Las Tablas de Daimiel is 
approved. (further transfers approved in the following years). Water used for the recovery of the wetlands 
- 1990: First attempt by the Guadiana Basin Administration to elaborate a census of the existing wells. 
 - 1991: The firt Exploitation Regime of the Mancha Occidental aquifer I elaborated. It will be updated annually  
- Traditional property rights begin to be inscribed in the Water Register and the Catalogue of Private Waters according 
to the 1985 Water Act prescriptions. First applications from users to legalize their rights are presented/registered. 

1992-1995 
Agri-
environmental 
policies at the 
EU and river 
basin level  

- (Drought period, specially severe from 1994 to 1996) 
- 1992: Reform of the Common Agriculture Policy: increase of subsidies to irrigation crops. 
- 1993-97: First phase of the Income Compensation Plan (co-financed by EU, Ministries of Agriculture and the 
environment, Regional Department of Agriculture of C-LM). Objective: reduction of abstractions to 240 hm3/y  
- 1994: A23 is definitively declared overexploited by the Guadiana river basin administration 
- 1995: End of the first phase of inscription of rights in the Water Register 
- Creation of other Irrigation Communities in the areas covered by the Aquifer 23 
- Representatives of the Irrigation Communities of the Aquifer 23 are included in the governing and 
participatory bodies of the Guadiana river basin Administration. 

Third period (1996 – 2005): Attempts  for an integrated approach. The creation of User’s organisation and the elaboration of the 
Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin 
1996-1999 
Creation of 
users’ 
organisations. 
Firsts  
initiatives 
from users to  
participate in 
water 
management 
at the basin 
level 

- (end of the drought period followed by two rainy seasons:1996/7 and 1997/8) 
- 1995-2000: water table recuperate more than 10m due to the Declaration of overexploitation of the aquifer and the 
implementation of the Compensation Plan 
- 1996: river Basin Administration promotes the creation of a General Users Community of the Aquifer 23.- 1997: 
Creation of a parallel organisation to the General Users Community including 7 Irrigation Communities, the so-called 
Association  Ground Water Users of Castilla-La Mancha  
- 1998-2003: Second phase of the Compensation Plan  
- I Conference funded by the Association  Ground Water Users’ Association of Castilla-La Mancha on water 
management 
- Creation of the Water Centre in Daimiel  
- The management office of the Tablas de Daimiel national Park moves to the Municipality of Daimiel 
-1999: Reform of the 1985 Water Act.  
- The General Users Community of the Aquifer 23 proposes a Plan ass an alternative for a coordinated management of 
water resources and the development of agriculture. 

2001-2005 

 

Attempts for 
integrated and 
sustainable 
management 

- 2001: The National Water Plan includes the elaboration of a Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin (SPUGB) in 
its 4rth Additional disposition to be approved before june 2002. 
- 2002: The Ojos del Guadiana Association presents a document asking for an urgent elaboration of the Plan in the 
context of a broad participatory process 
- The Conference of “the New Water Culture for the Upper Guadiana Basin’ takes place with 
 some conclusions. About 40 representative of Spanish and Portuguese universities, research Centers and 
administration participated at the Conference .  
- The GHC starts de process of elaboration of a proposal of the SPUGB. Irrigation communities and some farmers 
associations are consulted 
-Feb. 2004: The elaboration of the proposal of the Plan finishes and the process of public information starts. The 
process and the contents of the Plan are very much contested. 
- Feb. 2004: Seminar on the SPUGB organised by two NGOs (Upper Guadiana Mancha Asociation, Ojos del 
Guadiana) and the Municipality of Daimiel. It id held by representatives of the regional government farmers’ 
organisations and environmental NGO’s and the national Park of Las Tabla de Daimiel: The participants on the jointly 
decide to ask for the process of elaboration of the Plan to stop 
- Oct 2004:  The Basin Administration, Regional Government and the Ministry of the Environment constitute a 
technical commission in order to revise the Plan with the participation of the actors involved 
- 2005: A new PUGB to be elaborated and opened to public consultation 
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The main PP process analysed here, took place during the Third period and relates to the process of 
elaboration of the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin (SPUGB) required by the National 
Hydrological in its 4th additional disposition .  
 
After a long delay in time, the Guadiana Hydrographical Confederation (River Basin Administration) 
elaborated a proposal of the Plan and officially presented it by the end of December 2003 to the Guadiana 
River Basin Water Council1. However the proposal of the plan was very much contested as the river basin 
administration had mainly consulted the main irrigation community (General Users community of the 
Aquifer 23) and the farmer association (ASAJA) in the process of elaboration of the Plan. Other 
stakeholders represented in the Basin Water Council reacted against the Plan arguing they should have 
been informed and consulted about the elaboration of the Plan and its contents.  
 
The Plan followed the legal process and in February 2004 the Guadiana Hydrographical Confederation 
opened a period of public information until the beginning of April..  63 allegations were presented to the 
proposal of the SSPUGB during this period.  There were two main arguments against the in many of the 
allegations presented. On the one hand, the consideration that there had not been a true participatory 
process during the elaboration of the Plan and, on the other hand, that the SPUGB should apply the 
principles included in the Water Framework Directive.  
 
Parallel to the process of public information, actors that had presented allegations to it started a series of 
informal meetings among them to discuss the contents of the Plan an their particular positions about it. 
These series of meetings, which developed as what could be considered as an unofficial discussion forum 
on the proposal of the Plan finally led to the organisation of the Seminar on the Special Plan for the Upper 
Guadiana Basin which took place in the municipality of Daimiel in February 2004. The seminar was 
organised by two of the main NGOs of the basin (the Upper Guadiana Mancha Association, and ‘Ojos del 
Guadiana Alive’ Association) and the Municipality of Daimiel and was held by representatives of the 
regional government farmers’ organisations and environmental NGO’s and the National Park of Las Tablas 
de Daimiel. The objective was to discuss about the future of the Upper Guadiana Basin and particularly to 
put together the allegations that each organisation had presented individually to the Plan. The participants 
jointly rejected the Plan as they considered the proposal of the Plan had been elaborated without the 
participation of the affected municipalities, and social organisations of the territory and decided to ask for 
the process of elaboration of the Plan to stop. They also proposed the creation of an inter-administrative 
Commission for the elaboration of a new SPUGB in which all the civil society should be represented. 
 
After this conflict, the SPUGB frizzed, in anticipation to the Spanish Election in March 2004, and was 
reopened by October 2004 by the new President of the River Basin Administration. By the end of 2004 a 
team of 5 experts of the Guadiana Hydrographic Administration took over of the elaboration of a new 
Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin.  
 
After meeting with the main stakeholders of the basin, the RBA announced a new process of decision 
making.  The new guidelines for the plan will be discussed with all the stakeholder that had presented 
allegation to the previous Plan and then a new proposal of the Plan would be elaborated. It also announced 
that a water forum would be created by the river basin administration and the regional government to 
discuss the new Plan and ensure the participation of all interested parties. The proposal of the new Plan for 
the Upper Guadiana Bain should be presented  in 2005. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
1 The River Basin Water council is an advisory body integrated by representatives of the state and regional 
government, water users and social organisations of the basin 
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The 2004  Proposal for the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin  
 
Presented Objectives 
Correct the existing water deficit in the Upper Guadiana basin, promoting the achievement of a good ecological status 
of the surface and ground waters in the context of a sustainable development of agriculture and economic uses in 
general (National Hydrologic Plan, 2001). 
 
Measures included 
The objectives of the SPUGB will be achieved through the following measures: 
(i) A reorganisation of the existing water use rights in order to promote the environmental recovery of the aquifer 
through a: 
 - Transformation of the private property rights into administrative concessions of use rights 
 - Revision of the Exploitation Regime (associated to the Declaration of Overexploitation ) 
 - Purchase of water use rights by the River basin administration (GHC) through the creation of a  
 Guadiana Water Bank 
 - Possibility of exchanging water use rights among users (regulated by the GHC) 
(ii) Authorisation to modify the exploitation Regime of existing wells 
 -Users could apply to the GHC a deepening or a change in location for their wells, or a  

modification of the characteristics of their use rights 
(iii) Concessions of ground water use in situation of drought  
 The GHC can authorise the concession of groundwater abstraction from the aquifer in situations of  

Drought (and only to irrigate certain crops) 
(iv) Adoption of other measures aiming at achieving a permanent water and environmental balance in the basin: 

- A Program for the Recharge of the Aquifers (elaborated by the GHC) 
 - The Design of measures to promote the water balance  (i.e. environmental education programs, promotion 
of re-use of recycled waste water for irrigation; research on more efficient irrigation techniques; establishment of 
monitoring and control systems for ground water abstractions 
  - Improve management of overexploited aquifers 
Duration and Revision of the Plan 
The SPUGB would be in force for a period of 6 years. The Plan could be revised under the following conditions: (i) a 
change in the Common Agriculture policy of the EU, (ii) significant changes in the ecological status of surface and 
ground waters. The revision of the Plan will have to include a period of public information 
 
 
3. Stakeholder Analysis 
 
The main actors that have played a role in the elaboration of the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin 
are the EU, National, regional, basin and local administrations, farmers’ organizations, environmental 
groups, and experts (universities and research centres). Some of them have been directly involved in the 
elaboration of the Plan while others played a more ‘secondary’ role by bringing resources or facilitating the 
process in some way.  
 
3.1 Governmental 
 
Guadiana Hydrographic Confederation (River Basin Authority)   
 
The Guadiana Hydrological Confederation (GHC) is the Guadiana River Basin Administration and 
currently depends functionally on the Ministry of Environment. Its functions include:  
 

- Elaboration of the hydrologic plan. 
- Constructs, exploits and maintains hydraulic works (i.e. dams) financed by its budgets.  
- Grants administrative concessions for the use of water and of the public domain and registers them. 
- Checks and supervises the respect to the conditions of the administrative concessions (police of 

water) 
- Can sign agreements with irrigation communities in order to redistribute the exercise of its 

functions, respecting, in any case, legal restrictions 
- Approves irrigation communities statues 
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The HCG elaborated the proposal of the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin together with the 
Ministry of the Environment. In spite of this leading role, the HCG has been often perceived as a closed 
and too bureaucratic organization, and an administration that lacks enough resources to effectively 
intervene in the Guadiana River Basin. The new elected HCG seem to be now trying to promote the dialog 
and understanding with all the actors in the basin in order to find a solution to ‘old’ problems of the area 
like the elaboration of an integrated plan for the management of water resource of the Upper Guadiana 
Basin. 
 
Ministry of the Environment and Ministry of Agriculture 
 
The Ministry of Agriculture had traditionally played an important role in the Upper Guadiana basin. It 
promoted the transformation from rain fed to irrigation agriculture and co-finances the Income 
Compensation plan.  It closely collaborated with the Guadiana river basin administration in the elaboration 
of the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin, especially regarding the legal aspects of it. The Ministry 
of the Environment also played an important role during the elaboration of the plan, being part of the 
technical and negotiation process. It contacted different stakeholders which were being consulted, provided 
the location and resources needed for meetings, etc. 
 
Regional Government (Public Works) 
 
The Regional Department of Public Works attempted to have a leading role in the elaboration of a proposal 
of the Plan. It contacted with the farmers organisations to start the elaboration of a planning instrument for 
the Upper Basin but the initiative was finally abandoned. The Regional Department did not have an active 
participation in the elaboration of the Plan until the public information process was opened. After that, the 
Regional Department of Public works presented allegations to the proposal of the Plan as many other actors 
of the basin.  
 
Since the new governing board of the Guadiana river basin administration has reopened the process of 
elaboration of a SPUGB the regional government has adopted a more active role and is now having 
informal bilateral meetings with the other actors that presented allegations about the future Plan.  
 
Local governments of Daimiel and Villarrubia de los Ojos 
 
Daimiel and Villarubia de los Ojos are the two municipalities in the Upper Guadiana Basin more directly 
affected by the conflicts among different water uses and users as their population has been traditionally 
dedicated to agriculture and their territory is partially included in the National Park of Las Tablas de 
Daimiel. Of the two, Daimiel is the one that has had a more active role in the process. Particularly once the 
process of public information was opened. It co-leaded the organisation of the Seminar on the SPUGB that 
centralised the “unofficial debate” on the Plan that was taking place among the actors that opposed the 
proposal of the Plan. The governing board of the municipality of Daimiel also agreed to oppose the Plan. 
 
The European Union (EU) 
 
The European Union plays a distributive function by co-financing the Income Compensation Plan. The 
Compensation Plan was co-financed the Ministry of Agriculture.  
 
3.2 Other Governmental actors  
 
Board of Trustees of the National Park (Patronato Rector del Parque Nacional de las Tablas de 
Daimiel)  
 
It is a social advisory body ascribed to the Ministry of Environment which watches the correct application 
of the norms and regulations affecting the National Park of Las Tablas de Daimiel. It has a total of 26 
members (including representatives of the state and regional administration, farmers’ organizations, 
environmental NGO’s, Municipalities of Daimiel and Villarrubia de los Ojos, and the director of the 
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National Park). The Patronato  (board) watches the application of the law in the protected areas, improves 
the access to the Park and reports on the actions, uses or research that are to be done in the Park.   
 
The Patronato did not present allegations to the proposal of the Plan because it considered that the proposal 
would be revised after the Spanish election of March 2004. Nevertheless, the Patronato sent several 
official messages to the authorities that were elaborating the Plan expressing the willingness of the 
Patronato to participate but their claims had little response. Some of the environmental NGO’s argued the 
law of the National Park required that a report by the Patronato should be elaborated and taken into 
account before the proposal of the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin is presented to public 
information. 
 
Mix Commission for the management of the National Parks of Castilla-La Mancha. 
 
The 41/1997 Law establishes that the National Parks will be jointly managed by the state administration 
and the Regional Government where the protected area is located by a Mix Commission (with the same 
number of representatives of both). The decisions made by the Commission for the National Parks of 
Castilla-La Mancha are binding to the governing body of the park and to the regional government.   
 
Four main proposals were included in the allegations presented by the Commission for the National Parks 
to the proposal of the SPUGB. First, they proposed to broaden the protected areas included in the National 
Park by acquiring certain areas of special interest with ground water resources for the Park. Second, to 
establish environmental objectives: the recovery of the Ojos del Guadiana natural spring and the 
disappeared wetlands. Third, to protect the quality of ground waters again organic and nitrate pollution; d) 
maintain the water transfer from the Tajo-Segura while the survival of the Tablas de Daimiel wetlands 
included in the national park are still endangered. The Commission also claimed their willingness to 
participate in the elaboration of the future Plan.  
 
3.3 Farmers’ and irrigation associations 
 
Three main farmers’ organisations have played a role in the elaboration of the SPUGB: 
• ASAJA (Agrarian Association of Young Farmers) was created in 1989 and is the biggest 

professional farmer organisation in Spain. The main purpose of ASAJA is to promote the economic 
development of family farms and agricultural business, and to improve the capabilities and 
opportunities for young farmers. ASAJA members include those that own the largest farms in the 
basin. ASAJA was one of the farmers’ organisations which were consulted by the Guadiana river 
basin administration in the elaboration of the SPUGB.  

• COAG-IR was created in 1975 for the coordination of Farmer’s Organisations. It promotes the 
development of farmers’ cooperatives. It aims at preventing the loss of population in rural areas and 
promoting a sustainable agriculture (balance between protection of the environment and the 
development of agriculture) 

• UPA.  (The Union of Small Farmers and Cattle raisers). This organisation defends the interests of 
the traditional familiar farms of the region in order to improve their survival and economic viability. 
Regarding water management and the elaboration of the SPUGB, UPA has been in favour of the 
creation of a Water Forum to discuss water issues affecting the Upper Guadiana Basin, specially the 
new SPUGB.  

 
Irrigation Organisations 
 
According to the 1985 Water Law, the Declaration of overexploitation of the Mancha Occidental aquifer, 
obliged groundwater users to organise in Users Communities. Between 1989 and 1993, 20 irrigation 
associations were created. In 1996, the General Community of Users of the Aquifer 23 was created 
including all the existing irrigation associations. The creation of the General Community was promoted by 
the Guadiana River Basin Authoruity. Not all the irrigation communities agreed on being included in a 
larger organisation. Seven of them created a parallel organisation, the so-called association of Ground 
Water users of Castilla-La Mancha. The Association has more or less the same objectives as the General 
Community but a different legal status. 
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The following Box summarizes the main characteristics of the General Users Community of the Aquifer 23 
(GUCA23) and their situation regarding water use rights (López Gunn, E. & N. Hernández Mora, 2001). 
 
 
Box 1. Users Organisations (Irrigation Associations and the General Users Association of Aquifer 23) 
Organisation Structure 
Each individual included in the GUCA23 ha a federal structure composed by (1) a general Assembly, 
which integrates all its members and which meets twice a year, (2) a governing board, and (3) a water Jury 
that is in charge of solving the conflicts among users. The GCUA23 has a federal structure and includes 
members of all the individual communities 
 
Leadership 
The members of the governing board of the irrigation communities are usually local leaders or individuals 
willing to invest the time and effort the position requires as they do not receive an economic compensation 
for it. This situation results in a high variability of attitudes among the members of the governing boards. 
However, in the cases where a true leadership exists, members of the community identify to a great extent 
with the opinions and interest of the governing board of the institution they belong to (López Gunn, E. & 
N. Hernández-Mora, 2001). 
 
Information and Participation 
The information that members of the irrigation communities and the CGUA23 receive form their 
organisations are mainly related to the water quotas and criteria established in the Exploitation Regimes 
and the Compensation Plan. However, most of the member perceive this information to be insufficient and 
would like to have more information on issues related to the evolution of the aquifer level, the control of 
the existing wells and the water volumes abstracted, the changes in water use rights and the irrigation 
techniques (López Gunn, E. & N. Hernández-Mora, 2001). The farmers associations and cooperatives, and 
the municipalities are also identified as information providers. 
 
Representativeness 
Due to the large extension of the Aquifer 23 (more than 5000 square Km) and the large number of users 
(15,310), the property of land and the water use and property right associated are highly fragmented. This 
situation explains that many users do not know much about the activities of the General Users Community 
and are only focused on the day-to-day functioning of their own Community.  
Besides, the existence of illegal wells has caused the individual Irrigation communities many problems to 
control the volumes of water abstracted and establish the exact number of members. Although Farmers 
accepted the existence of illegal wells (between 4000 and 5000 in the Aquifer 23) and illegal users they 
stress the need to legally recognize them  
 
Water use rights 
One the biggest problems Irrigation Communities face is to define who has the right to use the resource and 
who is excluded from using it. The process of regularisation of traditional property right has been the main 
activity of the Irrigation Communities for a long time. Several factors explain this situation: first, The large 
number of users included in the GCUA23; second, the lack of complete and reliable data about the existing 
wells before the coming into force of the 1985 Water Act; third, the lack of an informative campaign by the 
Guadiana river basin administration about the requirements of the new law 1985 Water law; and finally, the 
severe drought period from 1989 to 1996 which led the opening of new wells.  
 
 
3.4 Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) 
 
Environmentalists in Action- Castilla La Mancha (EiA)  
 
EiA’s main priorities of action are the protection of wetlands. They oppose the construction of dams and 
other hydraulic works, the overexploitation of ground water resources and the development of economic 
activities with high water demands in areas with a shortage on the resource.  
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When the proposal of the plan was officially presented EiA opposed it for two main reasons. On the one 
hand, the required report of the Patronato of the National Park of Las Tablas de Daimiel had not been 
elaborated and this was a legal requirement and, on the other hand, the new Plan for the Upper Guadiana 
Basin should be elaborated following the guidelines of the EU Water Framework Directive.  
 
 ‘Ojos del Guadiana’ Alive’ Association 
 
‘Ojos del Guadiana’ has leaded the opposition to the SPUGB including several environmental groups and 
independent and University experts.  Its main aim is to promote the participation of the civil society, the 
various administration and the media to solve the conflict on water use and management. ‘Ojos del 
Guadiana Alive’ co-organised the Seminar on the SPUGB together with the municipality of Daimiel and 
has always seen the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin as a social participatory process that should 
led to the recovery of the aquifer and to sustainable use of water resources.  
 
Their main arguments against the proposal of the SPUGB can be summarized as follows: 
 

(i) The declaration of Overexploitation was not able to stop the exploitation of the aquifer and the 
Exploitation Regime were not fully implemented 

(ii) The management functions of the Guadiana River Basin Administration are insufficient  
(iii) A SPUGB is needed but the proposal that was presented only included the interests of some 

actors (mainly farmers) and was not the outcome of a participatory process of the civil society 
 
Now, the association has supported the new perspective regarding water management of the river basin 
administration and considers that (i) a new approach regarding water resources management is needed and 
should be one that make compatible the preservation of the natural heritage and the socioeconomic 
development of the region, (ii) the participation of all actors involved as the only way to achieve a 
consensus and protect the social interests 
  
Platform for the Future of the Upper Guadiana Basin 
 
This organisation includes social groups, local and regional organisations, municipalities and farmers’ 
organisations among others also reacted to the proposal of the SPUGB through the elaboration of a 
Memorandum that was made public after the proposal of the Plan. In this document the member of the 
organisation asked that the SPUGB should (i) achieve the recovery of the wetlands of the Upper Guadiana 
Basin, (ii) guarantee a minimum of water resources to agriculture, population supply and the economic 
development of the region, (iii)promote the democratisation of the use of water resources by establishing a 
‘one user one vote’ policy, (iv) create a Water Forum in order to reach a consensus on the SPUGB among 
the administration, farmers organisations and irrigation communities, environmental groups and other 
NGO’s, (v) revise and reorder ground water use rights on the Mancha occidental aquifer. 
 
3.5 Universities, Research Centres and Experts 
 
Many universities and research centres at the national and regional levels have been developing studies on 
the Mancha Occidental Aquifer and ground water management since the 70s.  Although they have not been 
directly involved in the process of elaboration of the plan, they have been producing studies and reports 
that have contributed to a better understanding of the characteristics of the aquifer and the effects of agri-
environmental policies implemented in the basin2.  
 
The main expert actors  during plan preparation  have been: (1) the CSIC-Water team. Conducts studies on 
the characteristics of the aquifer, flora and fauna of the National park of Las Tablas de Daimiel, (2)the 
Marcelino Botín Foundation. Research Programs on groundwater management from an hydrogeological 
and socio-economic perspectives, (3) the Universities of Castilla-La Mancha, Córdoba: studies on 
agriculture development, (4) the Autonomous University of Barcelona: studies on agri-environmental 
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policies, and EU agriculture policies, (5) the Water Center of Daimiel, (6) the New Water Culture 
Foundation: organised a Conference for a new Water Culture in the Upper Guadiana Basin with both 
Spanish and Portuguese experts 
 
The following table summarizes the participation of main stakeholders in the different phases of the 
process. 
 
 
Table 2. Main actors and phases of participation 
 

  Administration Autonomous actors 
(National Park) 

Farmers’ organisations NGOs Experts 

 Phases National 
 

Region River 
Basin 

Local Patronato Commission 
Mix 

ASAJA 
 

COAG UPA 

Irrigation 
communit

ies  
EiA 

Ojos 
Guadiana 

 

1995 Irrigation 
Communities 
included in the HCG 

             

1996 Creation of the 
GUCA23              

1997 Creation of the 
Ground Water Users 
Association of C-
LM 

             

1998 Compensation Plan 
Water Centre in 
Daimiel (?) 

             

2002 Elaboration of the 
proposal of  SPUGB              

2002 I Conference New 
Water Culture for 
the Upper Guadiana 
Basin 

             

2003 Proposal of the 
SPUGB presented to 
the Guadiana River 
Basin Plan  

             

2004 Public Information 
process on the 
proposal of SPUGB 

             

2004 Seminar on the 
SPUGB              

2004 Elaboration of 
guidelines              

2005 New proposal of the 
SPUGB should be 
elaborated and a 
Water  
Forum created 

             

 
Active involvement 
Consultation 

 Information 
 Legal allegation process 
Expected future involvement 
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4. The History of Participation  
 
 
This section presents with more detail the process of elaboration of the Special Plan for the Upper 
Guadiana Basin (SPUGB). We identify the main phases of the process and analyse the level of stakeholder 
participation in each phase.  
 
Phases and level of participation  
 
Early participation phase. The creation of the General User’s Association 
 
Before the elaboration of the proposal of the Plan in 2002, participation of stakeholders in the management 
of the aquifer was very limited. Technical staff of the RBA had responsibilities over aquifer management 
since 1985 that included the registration of water use rights, but they mainly focused on infrastructure 
building and management for surface water.  Main  water users in the basin were progressively 
incorporated to the decision-making process, mainly because the new regulations concerning over-
exploited aquifers (1985 Water Law) required the creation of the aquifer water user associations to manage 
jointly common resources.   Not all users joined and another association was also created. 
 
Table 3. The Early Participation Phase 

 Phase Level of participation  
1986 Creation of the first Users 

Community of the Aquifer 
23  

The creation of users communities is a requirement of the law that declares 
overexploitation of the Mancha Occidental aquifer. The first Irrigation  
Community is constituted and approved by the river basin Administration. 
Between 1989 and 1993, 20 irrigation communities were created. No 
participatory process takes place. 

1993 Income Compensation Plan. 
First Phase (1993-1997) 
Second Phase (1998-2003) 

Farmers voluntary join the Program. The only requirement for them i to 
have their water use rights registered by the river basin Administration. 
There is two way communications between the irrigation Communities 
and the river basin administration. High levels of confusions and delays in 
the process of registering water property and use rights. No participatory 
process takes place. 

1995 Irrigation communities of 
the A23 are included in the 
participatory organisms of 
the river basin 
Administration 

Irrigation communities are given a say in some aspects related to water 
management regulated by the river basin administration.  
Representatives of the Irrigation communities are included in the 
governing and participatory bodies of the Guadiana river basin 
administration. 

1996 Creation of the General 
Users Community  of the 
Aquifer 23 (GUCA23) 

River basin administration (HCG) promotes the creation of a General 
Users Community of the Aquifer 23 (GUCA23) as requires the declaration 
of overexploitation of  the aquifer 23. 

1997 Creation of the Ground 
Water Users’ Association 
of Castilla-La Mancha 

Creation of a parallel organisation to the General Users Community of the 
Aquifer 23 including 7 Irrigation Communities, the so-called Ground 
Water Users’ Association of Castilla-La Mancha 

 
 
Second Phase. Technical preparation of the Plan and formal consultation and allegation procedures.  
 
The 1985 Law required the preparation of a Plan for over-exploited aquifers. The  elaboration of the initial  
proposal of the PUGB followed the formally established pattern of participation of a technical process 
where a proposal of a plan is prepared by technical experts contracted by the state and river basin 
administration. During Plan preparation participation took the form of bilateral information and 
consultation process with the main farmers’ organizations and irrigation communities in the preparation of 
the legal aspects of the Plan.  There was communication among a restricted number of actors which took 
place mainly within the formal channels as established in the administrative procedures.  
 
Once the draft proposal for the plan was prepared, there was a formal process of public information 
required by law in order to approve the Plan. This is a formal procedure of one-way communication where 
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the authority gives publicity to the plan. It offers the possibility for any actor or individual to present an 
allegation to the proposed Plan expressing their particular positions regarding it.  
 
Table 4. The formal participation phase 

 Phase Level of participation 
2002 Start of elaboration process 

of the Special Plan for the 
Upper Guadiana Basin 
(SPUGB) 

The proposal of the SPUGB is elaborated by the Ministry of the 
environment together with the Guadiana river basin administration (GHC). 
The initial process is dominated by a technical process carried out by 
technicians of both administrations. Once the process has started two other 
main stakeholders are included: the General Users Community of the 
Aquifer 23 and ASAJA (the main farmers’ organisation). At this point 
Participation takes the form of a consultation process in the preparation 
of the legal aspects of the Plan.  In a more advanced phase, other irrigation 
Communities are added to the consultation process. There is consensus 
among the Irrigation communities about the legal aspects of the plan that 
are presented.  
Relational practices are limited to the national and river basin 
administration, the main irrigation community and some farmer’s 
associations. The two way communication among them takes place during 
several meetings and the consultation last for several months. Neither the 
municipalities, the governing board of the National Park nor the NGOs 
know about this process. There is no communication among the 
administration and these stakeholders in this phase. 

2002 Constitution of the ‘Ojos 
del Guadiana Alive 
Association 
 

In reaction to the formal Plan preparation process a new association is 
created between environmental NGO’s and experts. The association 
elaborates a document and publicly requires the national and river basin 
administration that a Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin is 
elaborated in the framework of an open participatory process. 

 I Conference on a New 
Water Culture for the Upper 
Guadiana Basin 

About 40 representatives of Spanish and Portuguese universities, research 
Centres and administration participate at the Conference. They jointly 
elaborate the guidelines for a new approach in water management. Open 
participatory process among experts. 

2003 The proposal of the Plan is 
presented to the Guadiana 
River Basin Water Board 

Formal Information process as part of the formal administrative process 
required by law. The river basin administration presents the proposal to the 
members of the Water Board. Nor consultation or participation of the rest 
of the members is allowed.  The rest of the members of the Water Board 
denounce the lack of participation in the elaboration of the Plan and 
oppose it. 

 
 
Third Phase. Take over by the civil society and the opening up of the process 
 
 
In response some of the actors that traditionally were not incorporated in this formal channels began to 
meet in more informal ways parallel to the ‘official’ ones, they created new associations and met for open 
debates. Some major conferences were organized to produce alternatives to the proposals.  
 
The change in the river basin administration after the 2004 national election represented a turning point in 
the process. The new administration attempted to respond and incorporate the informal processes by 
making planning processes  more open and visible, and to include promote a more active involvement of all 
the actors beyond one-way information and consultation procedures.   
 
Now participation seems to have taken a step further with the inclusion of new actors into the processes and 
by broadening the traditional participatory mechanisms by allowing a more active involvement of all the 
interested actors in both formal and informal ways.  
 
 
Table 5. The Opening up of the process 
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2004 The proposal of the SPUGB 
is opened to public 
participation 

Formal Information process included in the administrative process 
required by law in order to approve the Plan. A total of 63 allegations 
were presented to the proposal of the SSPUGB during this period by 
NGO’s, irrigation communities, farmers’ organisations, the regional 
government, among other stakeholders.  

2004 Seminar on the proposal of 
the SPUGB 
 

Organised by two of the main NGOs of the basin (the Upper Guadiana 
Mancha Association, and Ojos del Guadiana Alive) and the Municipality 
of Daimiel and held by representatives of the regional government 
farmers’ organisations and environmental NGO’s and the National Park of 
Las Tablas de Daimiel. Open participation Forum to discuss about the 
future of the Upper Guadiana Basin and particularly to put together the 
allegations that each organisation had presented individually to the Plan. 
The participants jointly decide to ask for the process of elaboration of the 
Plan to stop. They also proposed the creation of an interadministrative 
Commission for the elaboration of a new SPUGB in which all the civil 
society should be represented. 

 Elaboration of the 
guidelines for a new 
SPUGB by the new elected 
Guadiana river basin 
adminitration (GHC) 

A Team of 5 experts of the GHC started elaborating the guidelines for the 
elaboration of a new Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin. The GHC starts a 
series of bilateral meetings to inform the main stakeholders about their 
intention to revise the Plan and to invite them to participate in the design 
process. The HGC also announces its intention of creating a Water 
Forum to discuss the new Plan and ensure the participation of all 
interested parties.  

2005 A new proposal of a 
SPUGB is being elaborated 

The proposal of the new Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin should be 
presented during 2005.  
 

 
 
 
5. The outcomes of the process and feedback to context 
 
 
Up to now the process of elaboration of the first proposal of the SPUGB has led to some results, specially 
technical, and relational outcomes.  
 
Technical outcomes and generation of knowledge 
 
There is still not a plan. The long process of elaboration of the plan (more than two years) has lead to little 
technical outcomes. In spite of the efforts by both governmental and non governmental actors there is still 
no agreed viable plan.   
 
However, a new planning process has started which is an easier task (from a technical perspective) because 
of the amount of information and analysis that have been accumulating so far in the planning process.  
Recently the River Basin Authority who is attempting to integrate the parallel movement of opposition to 
the Plan for the preparation of the diagnosis of problems is building on the previous informal process as 
well. The information generated and collected by NGO’ and experts as well as the local experience and 
expertise of local actors are being included in the process of elaboration of the new Plan. 
 
The Elaboration of the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin is still an open process. Further 
negotiations are taking place between the administration and the stakeholders involved and it is difficult to 
foresee how this process will end. Up to now, the previous document of the SPUGB is still being revised 
and the proposal for a new Plan has not yet been finished.  
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Relational outcomes and feedback to context 
 
No doubt the elaboration a future Plan will face the same and probably other new challenges: It still has to 
be seen if the stakeholders involved in the process will succeed in developing a shared vision of the future 
of the basin, and if a consensus on the concrete measures to be included in the Plan will be possible.  
A window of opportunity has been opened. Thanks to the previous process there is now a wide consensus 
among stakeholders on the urgent need of a SPUGB to solve the existing problems and that the Plan should 
be elaborated with the active involvement of all stakeholders. 
 
During the process of plan preparation the relational practices among the stakeholders involved seem to 
have changed both at the formal and informal level. In the former, the political changes occurred at the 
national level after the 2004 national election altered the power symmetries among actors not only ant the 
national but also at the river basin level. Particularly, at the river basin level, the political change opened a 
window of opportunity for some new ideas and perspectives on water management to be further explored 
and developed. In the latter, The process has led to the creation of informal interaction forums to discuss 
the problem related to water management and the future of the basin that acted as “meeting points” of 
experts and the affected parties aiming at promoting the discussion of problem and the design of 
alternatives.  This leaded to the development of more fluid relations among actors at the technical, social 
and political arenas.  
 
The elaboration and discussion of the proposal of the Special Plan of the Upper Guadiana basin has 
witnessed a certain evolution in the relational practices among the main actors. The type of interactions of 
the firsts phases of the process characterised by information and consultation processes among a restricted 
community of actors used as an input to the decision-making process, seem to be progressively leading to 
more open debates with the participation of a broader range of actors and with governmental agencies 
changing positions and promoting more active involvement of the interested parties 
 
At the relational level, a most important outcome is the questioning of the technocratic model where 
previously decisions were left to technical professionals in the administration with the influence to some 
extent of the farmer organizations. Decision-maker at he basin level seem now to be more permeable to 
new actors (NGO’s, experts) and  more open to their arguments and positions.  
 
 
6. The analysis of relational practices.  
 
6.1 Relationships among stakeholders, and roles played 
 
There are different types of relationship among the actors in the process. There also are differences in the 
qualities of these relationships. While some have collaborated more or less closely during the process, 
among others there has been a certain degree of conflict. There also have been les intense relationships 
among some actors. Some actors have had basically technical and information exchange, or financial 
contributions while others have indicated that they  have had no particular interactions during the process. 
 
The main actors in the elaboration of the SPUGB seem to have operated in ‘separate’ clusters hat have 
come together at some points during the process. The state administration (Ministry of the Environment 
and Guadiana River Basin Administration) has closely collaborated in the elaboration of the proposal of the 
Plan ( ). These two actors have the legal responsibilities and administrative competence for Plan 
elaboration; they control financial resources and the decision-making process.  The farmers association 
and the GCUA23 have been consulted by the RBA and have collaborated to a certain extent in the 
elaboration of the Plan ( ). They are considered key stakeholders as they are the main water users and the 
state administration needs their support in order to approve the Plan.  
 
The environmental NGO’s and experts have resources related to the technical information and knowledge 
they generate and provide to the process. Although their participation in the formal institutions of water 
management and planning was restricted, they have exerted political and social pressure and have 
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challenged the administrative process of the elaboration of the Plan ( ). Their opposition to the Plan led to 
an open conflict with the river basin administration and the farmers associations. More recently, the 
technical information and local knowledge they control has enabled them to enter the political and social 
arena by providing a scientific and technical assessment of the problems at stake and by proposing 
alternative solutions to the problems.   
 
The governing board of the National park (Patronato) is formally a less powerful actor compared to the 
river basin administration or the main users because of its little influence on legal and financial resources 
and their little influence in the decision-making process.  Nevertheless, it is an important actor as they have 
developed many interrelationships with the local actors (NGO’s and the local authorities) developing 
both a technical and social role.  
 
The role of the local authorities in the process has been more related to their local knowledge and the social 
pressure they can exert due to their ability to involve and develop empathy with the local population.  
 
The regional government played a dual role having an intermediate position between the administration and 
the local actors. 
 
Table 6 Roles Played by the actors involved in the process 

Roles played  
STAKEHOLDERS 

Regulative system  Policy arena 

 
Resources 

Ministry of Agriculture 
(national Government) 
 

Has regulative and technical 
functions  
 

Co-finances the Income Compensation Plan 
Closely collaborated with the River Basin 
Administration in the elaboration of the Special 
Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin (SPUGB) 

Legal 
Political 
Technical 
Economic 
Facilitator 

Regional Government 
(Ministry of Public Works) 

 
 

Attempt to lead the elaboration of a proposal of 
the SPUGB that failed 
Seek to play a facilitator role in the elaboration of 
a new Plan 

Political 
Economic 
Mediation 

Local Municipalities of Daimiel and 
Villarrubia de los Ojos 

 
 

Co-leaded the organisation of the Seminar on the 
SPUGB 

 
Social pressure 

Guadiana Hidrographic Confederation 
(GHC) 
 

Has regulative and technical 
functions 
 
 

Elaborates the proposal of the SPUGB together 
with the Ministry of the Environment 
The new GHC is leading the negotiation among 
all the actor involved in order to elaborate a new 
Plan   

Legal  
Political 
Technical 

General Users Community of the Aquifer 
23 
 

 
 

Manages and distributes water 
Renders technique services and information to the 
Irrigation Communities 
Promotes the interests of farmers 
Solves conflicts among users 
Play an intermediator role between farmers and 
the administration  

Technical 
Social pressure 
Political pressure 

Patronato Rector del Parque Nacional 
 
 
 
 
Mix Commission for the management of 
national Parks of Castilla-La Mancha 

Watches the application of the 
regulations affecting the 
National Park 
Should elaborate a report on 
the proposal of the SPUGB 
Has regulative functions 
affecting the National Park 

Consultive role 
 
 
 
 
 
Management functions 

Technical 
Social pressure 
 
 
 
 
Legal 
Political 

Farmers’ organisations 
ASAJA 
COAG 
UPA 

 
 
 

Collaborates with the GHC in the elaboration of 
the proposal of the Plan 
 
 

Technical 
Social and political 
pressure 

Ecologists in Action C-LM  Opposes the SPUGB plan arguing environmental 
and participatory reasons 
 
Conducts technical studies 

Technical  
Social and political 
pressure 

Ojos del Guadiana Alive Association 
 

 Opposes the SPUGB plan arguing environmental 
and participatory reasons 
Leads the opposition movement to the SPUGB 

Social pressure 

Platform for the future of the Upper 
Guadiana 

  
 

Social pressure 

Experts (Universities and Research 
Centres) 
 

 Conduct technical studies, research projects on the 
area 
Make proposals for a new water management 
approaches 

Technical and 
Scientific 
(expertise) 
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The main conflicts during the elaboration of the Plan were between the environmental NGO’s and the 
alliance between the farmers associations and the administration. Other actors like the local authorities or 
the Patronato joined the opposition movement to the Plan later on, when the proposal was made public. 
The actors that felt excluded form the process (NGO’s, experts, the Patronato, local municipalities) 
developed an alliance of actors that started an information exchange among them in order to propose 
alternatives to the measures included in the proposed Plan. Their common interest in promoting the 
elaboration of a new Plan which effectively incorporate environmental concerns and the participation of all 
actors, led to the creation of informal discussion forums like the Seminar on the SPUGB. 
 
With the new political context there are indications that many of the actors seem to be approaching 
their positions ( ) as they realized that the measure that should include the future Plan in order to solve 
the problems of the Upper Guadiana Basin will not be successfully implemented without the effective 
involvement of all actors. On the one hand, the river basin administration is trying to improve the relations 
with all the actor in the basin in an effort to avoid future oppositions to the decisions taken by the new 
administration. Parallel to this change at the basin administration, the farmer organisations and the users’ 
communities also began to realise that the Plan would not succeed without the involvement of all actors. 
On the other hand, the environmental NGOs are also incorporating into their arguments the importance of 
making compatible the nature conservation with the socio-economic development of the region. 
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Table 7. Relationships among stakeholders 
 
(Note. Table should be read linking column with corresponding row on the left) 

Administration 
 

Autonomous 
Organisms 

Farmers Organisations Irrigation 
Communities 

NGOs  
 

Experts STAKEHOLDERS 

Ministry 
Environ. 

Regional 
gov. 

River 
Basin 
Admin. 

Patronato Mix 
Commiss 

ASAJA COAG UPA General users 
Community 
A23 

Ecologists 
in Action 

Ojos 
Guadiana 

Universities 
Research 
centres 

Ministry Environm              
Regional gov. ∃             
River Basin Admin             
Local              
Patronato              
Mix Comission              
ASAJA             
COAG             
UPA             
General Users of 
A23 

∃            

Ecologists in Action             
Ojos Guadiana 
Alive 

            

Experts 
 

               

 
  Close collaboration 
Formal relationship or sporadic collaboration 
 Conflict 

 Positions approached (initial conflict) 
∃ Financial contribution 

 Info &technical exchange 
 
(A blank cell indicates no particular relational practice among the actors) 
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6.2 Increasing cognitions and improved understanding.  
 
In the process of elaboration of the SPUGB there has been a process of increased cognitions and improved 
understandings. Some key considerations include: 
 
BUILDING ON EXISTING KNOWLDEGE: The elaboration of the technical document of the initial 
SPUGB built on existing knowledge (both n the RBA and Ministry of Environment; and other 
organisations) and put together the existing information and knowledge and use it as a basis to make some 
proposals for action. Although the extent to which all existing information and analysis were considered 
was a contiguous issue 
 
The scientific and research projects conducted since the 70s and 80s on the Mancha Occidental Aquifer had 
generated important information and knowledge covering a broad range of study areas: the dynamics of the 
aquifer (using modelling tools); the flora and fauna characteristic of the associated wetlands of the Park; the 
impact of the U Common Agriculture Policy and other agri-environmental policies implemented in the 
region; the specific needs of crops and the use of more efficient irrigation techniques; and the effects of 
traditional groundwater management from an hydrogeological and socio-economic perspectives. 
 
DIFFICULTIES OF KNOWING: It is also important to consider the special difficulty of “knowing” the 
problem when dealing with an aquifer which made many actors perceive that they will never know 
everything about the problem and this creates uncertainty. 
 
COMMUNICATION EXCHANGE AND TIME: In the context of the case where the positions of 
stakeholders were so different  (RBA and farmers versus NGOs and experts) there has been many instances 
of lack of communication among actors that created “their own” separated communication “clusters”. This 
did not help in increasing the knowledge base or to exchange information.  
 
The long process of plan making has meant that there has been a slow improvement in the understanding of 
many actors about specific issues such as the functioning of the aquifer and the physical relations between 
the water flow and the state of the wetlands of the national park.  NGOs and experts also now know more 
about the institutional context (water rights issues) and the organizational problems and concerns of the 
farmers and the towns and the difficulties they are confronting.   
 
INCREASING COGNITIONS AND FEEDBACK: The new planning process that has started may be now 
easier task (from a technical perspective) because of the amount of information and analysis that have been 
accumulating so far in the planning process.  The information generated and collected by NGO’ and 
experts as well as the local experience and expertise of local actors are being included in the process of 
elaboration of the new Plan. 
 
6.3 Framing and Reframing. 
 
In this section we will look at how stakeholders framed originally framed their positions and how they have 
reframed them through the process of elaboration of the SPUGB. In order to make a general diagnostic of 
the initial positions and framing of the problems by actors we will look, on the one hand, at their perception 
of the issues at stake (the way the problems affecting water management in the upper Guadiana Basin are 
defined) and of the processes or factors that may cause them. And, on the other hand, at their position 
regarding the proposal of the SPUG. 
 
PERCEPTION OF PROBLEMS: According to most of the actors of the basin the main problem of the 
Upper Guadiana Basin are the overexploitation of aquifers and the disappearance of wetlands; the existence 
of illegal wells and the lack of control of the total volumes abstracted. Some actors also point out as another 
major problem the productive system of the agriculture sector. Regarding the perceived causes of these 
problems, the lack of resources and effective capacity of the river basin administration appear to be an 
important factor.  
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PERCEPTION ON THE PROCESS OF PLAN ELLABORATION: The actors that leaded the process (the 
state and river basin administration) agree that there had been participation in the formal process of 
elaboration and approval of the Plan (following the legal requirements). Other actors claimed that only a 
few actors (the main farmers’ organisations and the GUCA23) were consulted about the proposal of the 
Plan that was being elaborated. No information was given to the other actors nor they were invited to 
participate (or had no response by the administration when they asked to do so). 
 
Table 8. Perception of problems and positions regarding plan preparation and contents of SPUGB 
 

 
Stakeholders 

Perception 
of the main problems in the Upper 

Guadiana Basin and its causes 

Position regarding the process of 
elaboration  

of the SPUGB and the participation 
of stakeholders 

Position regarding the contents of 
the SPUGB 

 
Ministry of Environment 

(National Government)  

Overexploitation of aquifers 
Difficulties in controlling  illegal 
wells 
Problems of human resources to 
control the situation 

The elaboration of the SPUGB was an 
old claim of the population of the Upper 
Guadiana basin 
Participation in a formal regulated 
process in the elaboration and approval 
of the Plan (legal requirements) 

The SPUGB is a mainly a technical-
legal text  
 

Regional Government 
of Castilla-La Mancha 

 

There is a severe problem  of water 
deficit due to overexploitation of 
ground waters 

 

The National Hydrographical Plan 
should have included precise guidelines 
on the elaboration of the SPUGB 
Only a few actors were consulted about 
the proposal that was being elaborated 
The GHC presented a ‘closed’ 
document 

The regional Ministry of Public Work 
presented allegations to the proposal  

 

Guadiana Hydrographical 
Confederation (GHC) 

 

The abstractions of ground water 
exceed the recharge of the aquifer 
resulting in effects on  wetlands 
 

The GHC presented to the Guadiana 
Water Board a proposal of the SPUGB 
with the consensus of farmers’ 
organisations and irrigation 
Communities, and the regional 
government 
The proposal of the Plan was put in the 
web of the GHC and a public 
information process was opened 

The SPUGB is a mainly a technical-
legal text  
The Declaration of overexploitation 
and the establishment of restriction on 
water abstractions (exploitation 
regimes)is not enough to tackle the 
problems. Other measures which 
exceed the competences of the river 
basin administration are needed 

Patronato Rector del 
Parque Nacional de las 

Tablas de Daimiel 
(consultive board of the 

National Park) 
 

Overexploitation of the aquifer and 
disappearance of wetlands and 
related ecosystems 

The informally knew that a proposal of 
the Plan was being elaborated  but had 
no official invitation to Participate 
They formally asked to participate 
several times before the elaboration of 
the Plan but had no response 

 

The philosophy of the SPUGB is valid 
by the process of elaboration was 
wrong. 
The environmental aspects included in 
the proposal are weak  
The Patronato decide not to present 
allegations in anticipation a future 
revision of the Plan  

Mix Commission for the 
management of national 

Parks of Castilla-La 
Mancha 

 The Commission met to decide and 
agree on the allegations that would be 
presented 

 
 

Farmers’ organisations 
 

UPA 

There are important social and 
economic considerations.  
 
The Upper Guadiana basin 
concentrates half of the agriculture 
sector of the C-LM region and 2/3 of 
the population, and is  highly  
dedicated to social crops 

 

The proposal of the SPUGB was 
negotiated between the Ministry of the 
Environment together with the GHC, 
ASAJA and the GUCA23. 
UPA had no previous information about 
the proposal of the Plan until it was 
already elaborated 

UPA presented allegations to the 
proposal of the Plan 
-Severe problems for small farmers of 
the basin 
-Need to create a Water Forum to 
discuss the Plan 
-Recycled water could be used for 
certain crops 
-Need for transparency and 
participation in water management 

Irrigation Communities 
GUCA23 

 

Existence of illegal wells (1.5 illegal 
well for every 1 legal) 

 
Lack of effective action in the part of 
the river basin administration 
 
Farmers are not the cause of the 
problems.  

The ministry of the Environment 
together with the GHC and the 
GUCA23 negotiated the proposal and 
started the elaboration of the legal parts 
of the Plan.  
Afterwards, other irrigation 
communities and farmers’ organizations 
joined 

Presented allegations. Do not agree 
with the economic aspects of the Plan 
The proposal of the SPUGB was not 
perfect but was an innovative tool to 
control  legal and illegal wells 

 

Non Governmental 
organisations (NGOs) 

Ecologists in Action (EiA) 

Water conflicts in the Upper 
Guadiana basin have deep rooted 
social causes 
There are important environmental 
impacts that are not being considered

EiA had no previous information about 
the proposal of the Plan until it was 
already elaborated, and opened to public 
information 

 

The proposal of the SPUGB is a legal 
document but not a Planning 
instrument. EiA presented allegations 
to the Plan and asks the process to stop 
and to remove the proposal 
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 (1) The SPUGB did not include a 
public participation process 
(2)Errors in the legal process (a report 
by the Patronato should have been 
elaborated prior to the Plan proposal 

Association ‘Ojos del 
Guadiana’ Alive 

 The elaboration of the SPUGB was an 
anti-transparent process 
Had no previous information about the 
proposal of the Plan until it was already 
elaborated 

Presented allegations. The main 
argument against the Plan was the 
absence of participation in its 
elaboration 
The Plan only responded to the 
interests of some stakeholders 

Experts  
(Universities and Research 

centres) 
 

The situation in the aquifer 23 
chaotic: conflicts between  irrigation 
communities, farmers and the 
administration 
The total volumes abstracted is not 
exactly known due to the existence 
of illegal wells 
Another major problem is the 
productive system of the agriculture 
sector 

  

 
 
 
The perceptions and frames of the problems and the possible solutions of the different stakeholders and 
how these affected them and their interests partially evolved through the process, specially after the 
political change, which seems to have opened a window of opportunity to the incorporation of alternative 
perspectives and the participation of more actors in the river basin management. The main changes 
identified affect the river basin administration (GHC) and the farmers and, although maybe to a lesser 
extent, the environmental NGO’s.  
 
Changing frames by the RBA 
 
QUESTIONING TRADITIONAL DECISION MAKING: Reframing of its position seem to be going in 
the direction of exploring alternative ways of resolving the problems and for dealing with the issues at 
stake. But more importantly about the need to do so through a broad dialogue with all the stakeholders and 
by trying to overcome the traditional limitations (lack of resource, expert staff) the GHC used to have.  In 
this sense the reframing process of the GHC seemed to have affected the conceptions on how decision 
making process should be and who should be involved given the lack of effectiveness in the traditional 
process of decision making. The questioning by the RBA of the model of technical-official decision 
making imposing decisions by decree to the population had come from the strong opposition and 
challenges from below by some local actors.  
 
CHANGES IN THE POLITICAL CONTEXT AND SOCIAL LEARNING: The political changes have 
facilitated the changes and have led to new representatives considering that their power lies in the ability to 
join together and get the support of the local population, and in establishing the adequate forums of 
interaction among participants. The new president of the GHC has declared the willingness of the river 
basin administration to negotiate  with the stakeholders key issues as the acquisition of groundwater 
property rights and has started informal bilateral meetings with the farmers’ organisations, the users’ 
associations, the local authorities, the environmental NGO’s, the advisory board of the National Park.. 
Besides, the new administration is becoming more permeable to perspectives and ideas in water 
management that were developing among the technical staff but did not find a fertile ground under the 
traditional organizational patterns. For instance, the GHC has now as main priorities the fulfillment of the 
WFD requirements and the recovery of the aquifer levels by imposing severe restrictions to land use in 
certain areas. 
 
Changing frames by farmers:  
 
According to most actors, farmers have changed their perceptions of the problems to a considerable extent 
(perhaps the most).  
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CHANGING PRIORITIES FOR ACTION: They now consider a priority to find a stable solution to the 
water problems (overexploitation of the aquifer and the illegal wells) above their concern of ensuring the 
maintenance of subsidies to agriculture.   
 
CHANGING PERCEPTIONS ON DECISION MAKING PROCESS: Changing frames is being 
particularly difficult among farmers because they had “preferential” communication channels with the 
RBA and Government and had traditional political influence. This did not facilitate willingness to interact 
to develop joint decision and action with more actors.  
 
OPENESS TO NEGOTIATE IN OPEN FORUMS: Farmers in A23, however, are showing that they are 
also more open to negotiate with other actors the types of measures that should be included in the Plan to 
ensure the recovery of the aquifer.  
 
CHANGES IN ACTIONS: the GUCA23 has invested in training courses for farmers on less water 
consuming crops and techniques to increase efficiency in the use of water.  
 
Changing frames of NGOs:  
 
CHANGED TOWARDS INTEGRATED POSITIONS: Environmental NGOS have also evolved from their 
initial radical opposition to the Plan to more moderate positions that prioritize the need for a planning 
instrument that offers an integrate solution to the water problems in the basin that considers the 
environmental aspects but also the socio-economic development of the region.  
 
CHANGES IN ATTITUDES: After a long period of no contacts between the administrations and the 
NGOs, a more open attitude of the river basin administration seems to be favoring an improvement of the 
relations among these two actors. 
 
 
Table 9. New stakeholders’ positions and challenges ahead 

Stakeholders Recent changes and  effects on perceptions Challenges for the future Plan 
Ministry of Environment 

(National Government)  
The new government aims at reinforcing the role of the 
GHC in the process 
The GHC (river basin administration) has changed its 
positions regarding information and public 
participation. A phase of much dialogue seems to have 
started 

A SPUGB is needed 
The new Plan should further develop the economic and 
environmental aspects 

 

Regional Government 
of Castilla-La Mancha 

 

Is playing a facilitator role in the elaboration of a new 
Plan. Stresses the importance of applying the WFD but 
does not take a particular position. 

 

The solution to the problems in the Upper Guadiana Basins 
requires the participation of all stakeholders.  
The SPUGB should be considered an anticipation of the 
application of the Water Framework Directive in the basin 
and should include the requirement of the WFD 
The SPUGB should also include a modernisation of the 
agriculture sector  (in the frame of the EU CAP) 

Guadiana Hydrographical 
Confederation (GHC) 
 

The GHC has changed its priorities: (1) implement the 
WFD, (2) recovery of aquifer level through the PUGB 

 
  

Urgent need of a SPUGB to solve the problem of the Upper 
Guadiana basin 
The new SPUGB could not implemented if it does not 
include:  
(1) a reform of the agriculture sectors, 
 (2) restrictions on the ground water abstractions, 
 (3) the application of the requirements of the WFD 
Main challenges: 
(1) Control of illegal wells, 
(2) a consensus among user and stakeholders 

Patronato Rector del Parque 
Nacional de las Tablas de 
Daimiel 
(consultive board of the 
National Park) 

Begin to incorporate the importance of the socio-
economic development of the basin in their arguments 

A SPUGB is needed 
The prevailing agriculture model has high environmental 
costs. A more sustainable model should be promoted 
The new plan should: 
(1) solve the problem of illegal wells, (2) improve irrigation 
management, (3) Reorder water use rigths. An agreement 
should be reached between the GHC and the farmers so that 
the latter could sell their rights 

Mix Commission for the  A SPUGB I needed 
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management of national 
Parks of Castilla-La Mancha 
 

The new Plan should: 
(1) include them in the design phase 
(2) extend the protected area of the National Park 
(3) Set environemtnal objectives for the recovery of 

wetlands 
(4) Ensure a minimum water level for the national 

Park 
(5) Protect the quality of water 

Farmers’ organisations 
 
UPA 

UPA keep insisting on the need to approve and 
implement a Plan 
After the reopening a process UPA has had formal 
meetings with the Ministry of Agriculture, the GHC 
and the regional government 
The political change in the GHC is perceived 
positively.  

The new Plan should: 
(1) give a solution for existing illegal wells, recognise 

their rights 
(2) Tackle problems of water quality (nitrates) 
(3) Use surface waters for irrigation 
(4) Give the small farmers the same rights as the 

bigger ones 
Irrigation Communities 
GUCA23 
 

Farmers are the main actor that has changed its 
perceptions on the problems. Now they prioritise more 
the solution of the problem rather than the maintenance 
of subsidies to agriculture 
The GUCA23 is open to dialogue and negotiation on a 
new Plan but perceives that there is a lack of political  
will 

A SPUG is needed 
Main challenge: control all  illegal wells 
The GUCa23 proposes to give more resources and 
competencies to Irrigation Communities for the control of  
wells (given that they are the only ones who know where the 
illegal wells are)  

Non Governmental 
organisations (NGOs) 
Ecologists in Action (EiA) 

The political change in the GHC is perceived 
positively. They have had a formal meeting with the 
new president and agree with the decisions made so far 
by the new administration 
EiA is open to negotiation with the rest of stakeholders 
Begin to incorporate the importance of the socio-
economic development of the basin in their arguments 

A SPUGB is need 
The main objective of the Plan should be the recovery of the 
Ojos del Guadiana natural spring as it is an indicator of the 
good status of the aquifer 
Need for all the stakeholders to discuss and agree upon shared 
positions 

Association ‘Ojos del 
Guadiana’ Alive 

The political change in the GHC is perceived 
positively. They agree with the decisions made so far 
by the new administration 

A SPUGB is need. Without a Plan there is no future for the 
aquifer, the traditional agriculture, the national park nor the 
Aquifer 
Both the GHC and the regional government should be 
responsible for the elaboration and implementation of the new 
Plan 
Main challenge: money to compensate users will be needed in 
order to avoid social conflict 

Experts  
(Universities and Research 
centres) 
 

There still are conflicts among small and bigger 
farmers, and between farmer and environmentalists 

The SPUGB should ensure the hydrological recovery of the 
aquifer and promote self-regulation of users  
Main challenges: 

(1) have reliable data on abstractions, existing wells to 
calculate the water balance and establish recovery 
measures for the aquifer 

(2) Achieve consensus among all stakeholder 
(3) Improve relationship between administration and 

users. Make users co-responsible of water 
management 

Need of a gradual reform of the agriculture productive 
system 

 
 
6.4 Creation of relational capital and capacity for future cooperative management and 
decision making 

 
The involvement of actors in issues related to water management and use in the Upper Guadiana basin has 
evolved in time becoming much more intense once the proposal of the SPUGB was elaborated and 
presented to public information.  
 
INFORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF LOBBYING CAPACITY: All along the Early Participation 
phase (1986-1995) the decision-making process on water management in the Upper Guadiana Basin was 
mainly controlled by the river basin administration (GHC) depending upon the state administration 
(Ministry of the Environment). The GHC was in charge of establishing regulations at the river basin level 
and implementing policies that were often co-financed by the state and the EU. This was the case of the 
Income Compensation plan. Traditionally the main farmers’ organisations and later on the newly 
constituted irrigation communities were informed and sometimes consulted about the plans of the GHC. 
The farmers’ organisation also had the capacity of exerting some political pressure on the water 
administration as agriculture has always been the main water use and economic sector in the region. 
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CREATION AND REINFORCEMENT OF USERS ASSOCIATIONS CAPACITY AND ROLE: The 
elaboration of the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana basin started in 2002 following the traditional 
scheme and involving the traditional community of actors. The General Users Association (the GCUA23), 
is the actor that has been more directly involved in all phases of the process of elaboration of the Special 
Plan for the Upper Guadiana basin.   
 
FROM BILATERAL TO MULTILATERAL RELATIONS IN A FORMAL TOP-DOWN MODEL- The 
proposal of the Plan started being elaborated with the Ministry of the Environment, the Guadiana river 
basin administration (GHC), and the GCUA23 and ASSAJA as the main actors consulted. These four 
actors reached a consensus on the legal framework of the Plan and then the GHC analysed the budgeting 
implications. Despite this first active involvement, the GCUA23 did not agree with this and presented 
allegations when the proposal of the Plan was opened to public information. The main argument against the 
Plan was that it established a price for the purchase of water rights by the river basin Administration while 
the GCUA23 considered that it should be negotiated among the interested parties.  
 
DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMAL RELATIONAL PRACTICES AND CAPACITY FOR JOINT 
PROBLEM FRAMING : Some actors in the basin were not included in the formal decision-making 
structures and participation structures and felt excluded of the process of elaboration of the Plan  and 
started an opposition  movement that took place/developed in informal meetings and conferences. These 
actors, mainly environmental NGO’s, experts, the governing board of the national Park and the 
municipalities of Daimiel and Villarrubia de los Ojos  reacted first against the proposal of the Plan using 
the formal mechanisms like the presentation of allegations during the public information period. 
Nevertheless, and parallel to this, they also started a series of informal meetings that resulted in the 
organization of a seminar on the SPUGB in order to collect information and put together all the 
allegations that had presented to the Plan, jointly elaborate a diagnosis of the situation and approve 
proposals and decisions about future actions. 
 
BUILDING ON INFORMAL RELATIONAL CAPITAL AND MOVING FROM JOINT PROBLEM 
FRAMING TO JOINT ACTION: Recently the River Basin Authority is attempting to integrate this parallel 
movement of opposition to the Plan and give the actors a say in the decision-making processes. The RBA 
has presented the objectives of the new governing board of the river basin administration; has engaged 
them in the collection of information for the preparation of the diagnosis of problems and prepared 
proposal of guidelines for a new SPUGB. Since the process of elaboration of the SPUGB has been 
reopened the CGUA23 is still willing to participate in its elaboration and is open to negotiation with the 
River Basin Administration and the other actors. According to the CGUA23 the main problem still is the 
control of illegal wells.  
 
Table 10. Interaction and interaction forums  
 

 Phase Interaction forums Function 

2002 Elaboration of the 
proposal of  SPUGB 

Restricted consultation by the Ministry of 
the environment and the river basin 
administration 
Bilateral (formal) meetings to consult 
about the legal aspects of the Plan 

 

Consult the main farmers’ organisation and 
Irrigation communities about the proposal of the 
SPUGB that was being elaborated 
Collection of information for the preparation of the 
diagnosis of problems and about proposals. Input to 
proposal preparation 
Incorporation of some suggestions and information 

2002 I Conference New Water 
Culture for the Upper 
Guadiana Basin 

Open debates among experts Help come to joint understanding of the situation 
Joint development of diagnosis and proposals for a 
New approach in Water Use and Management for 
the Upper Guadiana Basin 

2003 Proposal of the SPUGB 
presented to the Guadiana 
River Basin Plan  

Formal Public Information  of 
Governmental decisions 

Present the proposal of the Plan to the stakeholders 
of the basin  
One way communication/information process 
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2004 Public Information process 
on the proposal of the 
SPUG 

Information and allegation periods Presentation of alternative proposals or allegations 
on existing ones 

2004 Seminar on the SPUGB Open debates among all stakeholders 
(except from the General User’s 
Community) 
(Result of a series of informal meetings 
among participants in the seminar) 

Collection of information about the allegations 
presented to the SPUGB.   
Joint development of diagnosis and alternative 
proposals for a new SPUGB. 
Approval of proposal and decisions about new 
actions  

2004 Elaboration of guidelines 
for a  
New SPUGB 

Bilateral Formal meetings between the 
newly elected river basin administration 
and all the stake holders of the basin 

Presentation of the objectives of the new governing 
board of the basin 
Collection of information for the preparation of the 
diagnosis of problems and about proposals. Input to 
proposal preparation 
Sectoral consultation 

2005 
(first 
term) 

New proposal of the Plan 
should be elaborated and 
discussed in a Water 
Forum 

Open debate among all the stakeholders 
Collection of information for the 
preparation of the diagnosis of problems 
and about proposals. Input to proposal 
preparation 

A new proposal of the SPUGB in elaboration 

 
 
CREATION OF SPACES OF DIALOGUE AND NEGOTIATION AND LEARNING: Breaking the 
existing dynamic is a challenge that is now being confronted by the new river basin administration and the 
other stakeholders through the creation of spaces of dialogue and negotiation.  The new stakeholders that 
have entered the political and social arena (mainly experts and NGO’) are bringing their expertise and local 
knowledge and providing technical information with the rest of actors and which is helping clarify the 
nature of the problem at stake and the assessment of possible solutions 
 
FROM IMPROVING RELATIONAL PRACTICES TO CONFLICT MANAGEMENT: Although it seems 
that a consensus among actors on the need to elaborate a new Plan in a participatory way, and that the 
relationships among the stakeholders initially confronted are improving, the main challenge is still to reach 
an agreement not only about broad objectives but on the exact measures to tackle the most important 
problems. The control of illegal wells, and the reordering of the water property and use rights, for instance, 
is key problems with very deep social roots that still constitute an open source of potential conflict among 
actors.  
 
 

7. Mechanisms that foster social learning and problems encountered 
 
 
The mechanisms for making learning happen may be different. It is important then to look at mechanisms 
that help in direct and meaningful interactions.  Also what works at greater scales is what seems important.  
 
In the case of the Upper Guadiana Basin, the mechanisms that have fostered social learning in this multi-
scale, multi stakeholder context have included: 
 
Context 
 

a) the changes in the political context allowing to capitalize on existing processes and ideas;  
b) the pressure of the problems affecting the resource;  

Relational 
 

c) the combination between formal and informal interactive forums;  
d) the ability of actors to reframe their positions;  
e) and the ability of actors to find common positions regarding the main problems of the basin and the 

possible solutions. 
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The main problems encountered during the elaboration of the Plan proposal include:  
 

a) those related to the traditional process of decision making (lack of transparency and debate, lack of 
political commitment); 

b)  to the existence of bilateral “exclusive” relations among some actors (and exclusion of others);  
c) to the difficulties associated to the uncertainties related to the scientific knowledge of aquifer 

functioning and management;  
d) and with the administrative capacity to deal with a changing water rights systems based on 

administrative control and oversight.  
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ANNEX 1.- THE CONTEXT 
 
Main water uses and demands 
 
Agriculture 
 
Water demand for agriculture is the main consumer of ground water coming from the aquifer. The National 
Hydrologic Plan estimated that from 1974 to 1988 the irrigated area had increased 5 time (NHP, 2001). This tendency 
has been maintained since and nowadays the 150-200000ha are irrigated with waters pumped from the Aquifer 23. Of 
the total irrigated area, 76% is dedicated to herbaceous crops (cereal, crops included in the EU Common Agriculture 
Policy like sunflower and lino), and industrial crops (beet root, corn, alfalfa, melon, potatoes). 23% is dedicated to 
vineyards and there is also a little proportion of fruit trees. Regarding the fragmentation of land is important to note 
that 45% of farm have less than 5 hectare.  
 
The total water demand in the Upper Guadiana basin is of 686, 928Hm3/year. (Memoria del PEAG, 2004). However, 
this data only includes the legalized demand, that is, water extractions registered by the administration. But given the 
fact that the process of legal recognition of use rights by the river basin administration is still in progress, and that 
there also exist a large amount of illegal wells, it is estimated that the total demand could be about 10% higher. 
 
Drinking water supply  
 
Ground water demands for population supply and industrial use connected to the urban supply network were 
estimated by the Guadiana River Basin Plan to be of 11,35 Hm3/year. 
 
Environmental protection 
 
There is a restriction of 60 Hm3/year imposed by the declaration of overexploitation of the aquifer by the river basin 
administration that is considered a demand for environmental protection aiming at ensuring a minimal level of the 
aquifer.  
 
Table 1.  Water use and balance in the Mancha Occidental aquifer 

Demands Hydrological unit Renewable 
resources 
(hm3/year) 

Environmental 
Restriction 

Population 
supply 

Irrigation 

Total Balance 

04. Mancha Occidental 
(Aquifer 23) 

328,7 60 11,35 686,929 -429,578 
 

Source: (Adapted from Memoria PEAG, 2004). 
 
 
As shown by data included in the table, the Mancha Occidental aquifer is severely overexploited. Irrigation constitutes 
the key use affecting the water balance as water demand for agriculture well exceed the renew ability of the aquifer. It 
is also important to stress that the water deficit in the Mancha Occidental aquifer is just slightly inferior to the global 
deficit of the area included in the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin (464 Hm3/year, which includes a total of 
6 aquifers and also takes into account both surface and ground water resources).  
 
Apart from the analysis of the own resources since1988 the Upper Guadiana basin an external source of water has to 
be added coming from a concession of water from the Tajo-Segura diversion. This concession was authorised in order 
to prevent the further deterioration of the wetlands included in the Tablas de Daimiel National Park. 
 
During the first half of the XX century wetlands of the Upper Guadiana Basin were not affected by the impact of 
human activities. Nowadays, some of these wetlands have dried up while others either receive less infiltration or 
receive some of polluted waters (as in the case of the Tablas de Daimiel National Park). 
 
From the second half of the XXth century these wetland areas have been suffering the effects of two main types of 
changes: natural (due to the drought period of 1980-1995) and human (as a result of ground water management). 
Regarding the surface waters the main impact was due to the drainage works/infrastructure for the 60 and 70 which 
aimed at developing irrigation and industry through the canalisation of the Guadiana river and its margins and the 
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drying up of the wetland area associated. Regarding ground waters the intensive exploitation to create large irrigated 
areas and the effects of the drought period resulted in an important decrease of the groundwater level. The decrease in 
the aquifer levels has substantially altered the natural relationships between surface and groundwater.  
 
Hidrological and ecological impacts 
 
The main human induced activities with hydrologic and ecologic impacts on the Mancha Occidental/Mancha Húmeda 
wetlands where: 
 

(i) Changes in land use: development of agriculture and promotion of irrigation crops.  
 
Water from the aquifer of the Upper Guadiana Basin has always been used for agriculture. At the beginning of 
the XXth century the irrigated surface was 10000ha. In 1960 the irrigated are was estimated to be 20000ha. In the 
70 a big transformation of lands into irrigated areas. Agricultural production was based on a three year rotation 
between vineyards, dry cereal production and sheep farming. Before, irrigation was a complementary activity and 
limited to vegetable gardens in produced in small areas close to the rivers. By 1974 the irrigated area had reached 
30000 ha with a volume of water abstracted of 150milion m3. The aquifer was not overexploited yet. The water 
table was close to the surface in the discharge areas and there was clear connection between the aquifer, the rivers 
and the wetlands (WWF, 2001 and Llamas, 2001).   
 
By 1987 the economy had completely transformed changing irrigation agriculture into a powerful sector. This 
transformation thanks to private and public investments has been strongly promoted by both national and 
European agricultural policies, by means of investment in infrastructure, aid to farm improvement and to Vine 
removal, and direct subsidies for growing maize, sugar beet, etc. The areas of cereal production were transformed 
to cultivating high value and high water demanding crops such as beet root, corn, sunflower, among others. The 
surface irrigated multiplied by 4 to 124,000 Has and abstractions reached 568 million m3. At its peak at the end 
of the 80´s, 145000 Has were irrigated consuming 598  million m3 of groundwater.  
  
 
(ii) Ground water extraction: the development during the 70s of new pumping instrument and techniques 

available to farmers individually lead to an accelerated process of digging new wells for irrigation 
 
From the beginning of the 80s water abstraction ell exceeded the capacity of renewable resources and caused a 
drop of the aquifer level in some areas of 20-30 meters. The greatest problem was between 1981 and 1987 with 
decreases in the water table of 2 meters per year. From this period the opening of new wells was intensified in 
anticipation to the 1985 Water Act which was to the prevailing private property of ground waters to a public 
domain good, subject to administrative concession. In response to this, in the middle 90´s 11965 wells had been 
registered and between 4,000 and 6,000 were waiting to be legalized.  By 1995 and after a long period of drought 
the water table dropped up to 50 meters in some western areas of the aquifer. Afterwards, the intensive rainy 
period of 1996/7 and 1997/8  helped a recuperation of about 5 meters in all the aquifer (Cruces and Martinez 
Cortina, 2000). The global  abstraction (use of reserves) has been estimated to have been between 3,000 million 
m3 (Llamas, 2001) and 3,700 million m3 (WWF, 2001). 
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Figure 2.  Evolution of aquifer 23 levels for the period 1979-2003. (Source: García Rodríguez & Almagro 
Costa, 2004) 

 
 
 
There are three main impacts from an hydrological and ecological perspective: 
 
1. Disconnection between surface and ground waters.  
 
The decrease in the aquifer levels substantially altered the natural relationships between surface and groundwater. In 
areas of discharge of groundwater, where the wetlands feed totally or partially from this importations, the decrease 
resulted the degradation and sometimes-even the drying up of these wetlands.   
 
 2. Alteration of the natural water flow scheme.  
Aquifer overexploitation led to changes in the direction of water flow. Water stopped being directed to the natural 
drainage area on the associated wetland of “Las Tablas de Daimiel” to flow into the direction of the areas with the 
greatest pumping in the central area of the aquifer. The wetland moved from being the natural drainage receiving area 
to be drained itself. The National Park of the Tablas de Daimiel changed the area where there were wetlands from 
about 6.000 Ha in the mid sixties to less than 1.000 Ha.  
 
3. Drying up of wetlands 
Others sites, such as the well known natural spring of the “Ojos del Guadiana” stopped providing water to the aquifer 
some years and are still dry (Cedex 2001). NGO’s and experts consider that the ‘Ojos del Guadiana’ are a good 
indicator of the status of the aquifer. 
 
4. Changes in the water balance 
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Actions taken 
 
In order to protect the Tablas de Daimiel wetlands in 1973 the National Nark of the Tablas de Daimiel (NPTD) was 
created covering a surface of 1875 ha3. In 1980 the NPTD was included in the Mancha Humeda Biosphere Reserve. 
In 1982 Spain signed the Ramsar Convention and the Tablas de Daimiel was included in the Ramsar list of Wetlands 
of International Importance as a habitat of aquatic bird species. Despite the protection given by the declaration of the 
national Park and the Ramsar convention the increase in the ground water extraction for irrigation purposes, specially 
during the first half of the eighties led to a severe decrease in the ground water level challenging the survival of the 
Tablas de Daimiel wetlands. 
 
As an urgent measure to stop the disappearance of the wetlands, in 1987 a water transfer was approved to the National 
Park from the Tajo-Segura diversion channel. In the same year, the river basin administration (Hydrographic 
Confederation of the Guadiana) declared the Mancha Occidental aquifer provisionally overexploited4.  
 
The difficulties in the implementation of the Exploitation Regime together with the situation of continuing 
degradation of the irrigated lands depending on the Mancha Occidental led to alternative measures. In 1993 the 
Regional government together with the Ministry of Agriculture elaborated an agriculture-environmental program to 
compensate farmers for their voluntary reductions of the volumes abstracted. The implementation of the Income 
Compensation Plan together with the declaration of overexploitation of the Mancha Occidental aquifer resulted in a 
reduction of the irrigated area and a decrease in the groundwater extraction levels. From 1987 there was a systematic 
improvement in the conditions of the aquifer and related wetlands. During the period 1995-2000 the water table 
recuperated more than 10m. This achievement was also helped by the contribution of a rainy period from 1995 to 
2000. In the 1996/7 and 1997/8 seasons, precipitation was above the historic average, with a recharge of the aquifer 
close to 1200 m3.  
 
Despite these improvements the situation by 2000 of the extraction volumes and ground water levels did not guarantee 
a recover of the aquifer to its natural conditions. According to some authors several factors difficult the achievement 
of the water balance needed in order to guarantee a sustainable development of the economic and environmental 
interests of the region. (López Gunn, E; N. Hernández-Mora, 2001; Olmedo, A., 2001) 
 
 
i. Lack of an appropriate network for groundwater level control and available data, together with the - difficulty of 

calculating the recharge of aquifers in semiarid climates/areas. 
 
ii. Uncertainty about the existing illegal wells. Around 50.000ha are estimated to be irrigated illegally. In the lat 10 

years, between 5000-10000 new wells are calculated to have been opened. However, the total number of illegal 
wells is not know and difficult to control.  

 
iii. Coexistence of property titles and private use rights on ground water, many times exceeding the recharge of the 

aquifer. The process of legal recognition of water uses is still open. Problems in the distribution of the available 
resources among the real (both legal and illegal) and potential users (those who are willing to irrigate their 
crops). 

 
iv. Lack of resources and dispersion of competences within the river basin administration resulting in delayed and 

insufficient responses to urgent problems. 
 
v. Challenge to the maintenance of the agriculture model. The socio-economic development that the area ha 

followed since mid seventies has been characterised by several factors: first, the use of groundwater for irrigation 
of highly water demanding crops (corn, alfalfa, beet root) (despite the restrictions imposed by the natural 
conditions of the soil)5; second, the easy individual access to pumping technology ; third, the poor coordination 
and organisation among the users of the resource; and, finally, the agriculture policy oriented towards increasing 
production, and the lack of previous planning regarding water resources.  

 

                                                      
3 The limits of the National Park were requalified in 1980 by the 25/1980 law. 
4 It was definitely declare overexploited in 1994. 
5 The promotion of this highly demanding crop represented a break with the traditional agriculture based on cereal 
(wheat, oat), olive and vineyards perfectly adapted to the climatic and soil conditions and closely related to farm 
production. 
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ANNEX 2 The institutional context 
 
 
Agro-environmental policies in the Upper Guadiana Basin 
 
Three main policies aiming at making compatible the economic development of the Upper Guadiana Basin (mainly 
agriculture) and the protection of the environment have been design and implement, namely the Exploitation Plan 
associated to the declaration of overexploitation of the aquifer, the Income Compensation Plan and more recently the 
elaboration of the Special Plan for the Upper Guadiana Basin. These policies have included several actors and scales 
of the policy process: European, national and regional. 
  
Traditionally the UE agriculture policy has incentivated crops with high water demands through policies of 
guaranteed prices for these products. Particularly, in the Mancha region most of the EU funding has been given to 
‘herbaceous’ crops of the CAP, and the compensation for abandoning vineyards. However, sometimes this has been 
an incentive for farmers to transform their farms into irrigated areas as they would receive more funding than with 
traditional crops. 
 
At the River basin level, the basin administration (Hydrographical Confederation of the Guadiana) provisionally 
declared the Mancha Occidental aquifer overexploited in 1987, and definitively in 1994. The declaration of 
overexploitation included a restriction on the volumes extracted without any compensation for the users aiming at 
ensuring the survival of the aquifer. The declaration of overexploitation defined the limits of the aquifer and included 
an annual Extraction Plan, which established a restriction on the volumes extracted without any compensation for the 
users. It also obliged ground water users to organise in Users Communities in order to manage and implement the 
Extraction Plans6.  
 
However, the difficulties in controlling such a large number of users in the absence of reliable self reporting 
mechanisms and appropriate policing services led to the design of a system less based on control and more based on 
incentives. The aim of these proposals was to overcome some of the problems related to the confusion and long 
process of legalization of groundwater abstractions and the lack of incentives for farmers to meter abstractions or to 
collaborate in a program which would reduce their potential income. In 1993 a coordinated action plan was 
established in the form of a five-year income compensation programme co-financed by the European Union, the 
Spanish Ministries of Agriculture and the Environment and the Regional Department of Agriculture for Castilla-La 
Mancha. The total funds available for the 1994-99 periods were EUR 100 million. In 1998 the program was extended 
for a second period of equal duration. 
 
 
The Income Compensation Plan 
 
The Income Compensation Plan, under EU Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) Regulation2078/92 and “CAP Rural 
development regulation nº 1257/1999), aimed at reducing ground water abstractions to 240 Hm3/year7. The Plan 
offered the farmers the possibility of entering into a contract for switching to crops less water demanding and which 
have a lower margin per hectare. The program compensates farmers for their income loses proportionately to their 
reduction in water consumption. Starting from average consumption of 5000 m3/ha/year Farmers can sign for a 
particular the level of reduction of the volumes of water they were using they will implement (1) 100% reduction: 380 
euro/ha/year; (2) 70% reduction: 270 euros/ha/year; (3) 50% reduction: 164 euros/ha/year. Farmers voluntarily join 
the program and are required to present an Annual Crop Plan in order to be accepted. 
 
The restriction imposed on the volumes extracted depended on the size of the farm, the higher the size of the farm the 
lower the allowed volume per hectare for irrigation. Most of the farmers chose the 70% reduction option. However, 
the main reason for farmers to join the Plan was the severe restriction that the Exploitation Regime had already 

                                                      
6 The Guadiana River basin plan estimated the renewable resources of the basin in 260hm3/year. From 1996, the 
Extraction Plan restricted the available resources to 200hm3. Irrigation was given 170 hm3/year for irrigation, and 30 
hm3 to population supply.  60hm3 should be left for the recovery of the aquifer levels. 
 
7 the renewable resources of the aquifer are estimated to be 340 Hm3/year. 
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imposed on the water extractions. In practice two other factors influenced this decision:  (i) the legal situation of the 
farms. In order to sign for the program they had to have their water use right registered in  either the Water Register or 
the Catalogue of Private Waters (ii) the proportion of the irrigated area dedicated to vineyard as this traditional crop 
was not included in the Plan. The Plan also includes a requirement for farmer to control the use of fertilizer and 
pesticides  
 
Outcomes  
(i) Substitution of crops. Reduction of the irrigated area dedicated to higher water demanding crops. The  most 
demanding crops have practically disappeared of the area (corn, beet root). A large proportion  of the irrigated land 
is now covered by the program (in 1995 there were approximately 85000 hectares out of the 120000 ha irrigated). The 
fist phase of the programme yielded a total water savings of 302 million m3. The result was a marked slowdown in 
the lowering of the groundwater table, except in the severe drought of 1994-96 when the abstraction/recharge rated 
were balanced. 
 
(ii) Environmental objectives: Reduction in the use of fertilizers  
 
(iii) Persuasion through incentives that land owners registered their water abstraction into the Water Register as 
registration was a precondition for the incorporation to the programme. It has also been  an incentive for farmers to 
invest in more efficient irrigation techniques. 
 
The contribution of the Plan to the aquifer recovery has been less evident. Some authors suggest that the recovery will 
be slow and complicated given the alteration of the natural circulation of groundwater flows which are not any more 
directed towards the natural discharge area.  
 
Challenges 
- Chaos in the control of water use of the farmers not included in the Program 
- Opening of new (illegal) wells 
- Existing incentives to transform traditional into irrigated crops (UE) 
- Lack of coordination between water and agriculture authorities/administrations 
- Lack of data on the dynamic of aquifers  
 
  
 
These polices had substantially reduced the pressures on the aquifer. However, it became clear that they would only 
offer a partial and temporary solution to a much broader problem affecting the socioeconomic development of the 
region, on the one hand, and the protection of a network of ecosystems of high environmental value, on the other.  
 
 
The Regulative system. Water property and use rights 
 
The adoption of the Water Act in 1866 and its completion in 1879, which together with the provisions included in the 
1889 Civil Code created the first regulatory regime regarding water use in Spain. However, ground waters were not 
included in the 1879 Water Law as their use was considered of little relevance and remained a private property of the 
land owner. 
 
Ground waters were finally regulated with the adoption of the 1985 Water Act partially modifies the pre-existing 
water use and property rights regime. It establishes that all water resources are public goods, but at the same time it 
respects traditional property and use rights historically and socially deep-rooted. In other words, although it maintains 
privative use rights, it aimed at setting a more stringent regulation. In relation to private uses upon private waters –
established by the 1866/1879 Water Act as a particular kind of property right– the 1985 Water Act respects those 
acquired rights that were recognised by the previous Act but aimed at encouraging a transition from private to public 
domain. On the one hand, the declaration of groundwater as public domain allowed previous users to maintain their 
rights by recognising private waters and their consequent private uses. On the other hand, it also gave the 
administration the powers to decide who can use groundwater, for what uses and in what terms. More precisely, the 
1985 Water Act established a transitory period offers a choice to the traditional owners of private waters: 
 

(i) They could transform their rights into temporary private use rights (they must prove the tenancy and 
conditions of this use before the Hydrographical Basin Confederations). This regime would be respected 
for a period of 50 years at the end of which users would have a preference to obtain the corresponding 
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administrative concession for their use. Their uses would have to be inscribed in the Water Register as 
private uses and those inscribed in the register would have certain benefits, such as getting the 
administrative intervention in order to defend their rights. 

 
(ii) Users could also maintain their use rights in the form established by the previous regulative system. In 

this case, users would not be able to take advantage of the administrative protection derived from the 
inscription of their right in the Water Register, although they continued having de protection of the civil 
jurisdiction. (Sánchez Morón, 1985). However, an increase in the volumes being used or a modification 
in the property regime conditions of these private waters, would require an administrative concession. 
This new situation has been interpreted by some authors as a water use freeze (Mas Badía, 1992; 
Sánchez Morón, 1985).  

 
 
The 1985 Water law also fixed the length of those perpetual administrative concessions in 75 years from the 1st of 
January of 1986 (date of the Water Act coming into force) on. After this date all ground waters would become public 
property and their use would require and administrative concession. By establishing these two the 1985 Water Act 
wants traditional users to renounce to their previous private property and aims at transforming this right into 
temporary use rights. 
 
New abstractions will require asking for an administrative concession (except from waters coming from springs 
located in their lands and ground waters not exceeding, in both cases, of 7.000m3 per year, and unless the aquifer has 
been declared as overexploited). The same length (75 years) has been established as maximum by this Water Act for 
all the new granted administrative concessions upon this public domain (Llamas et al., 2000).  
 
Despite the innovative objectives of the new regulative regime, in practice the options offered by the 1985 Water Act 
turned to be confusing to users due to a lack of sufficient information given to them from the administration and the 
dispersion of competences regarding ground waters within the river basin administration. All this resulted in delayed 
and insufficient responses to users’ claims. 
 
 
Water rights in the Aquifer 23 
 
In the Mancha Occidental aquifer this led to an unclear combination of situations regarding the definition of property 
rights. Some users opted to inscribe their abstractions in the Water Registry (that allows them to participate in the 
compensation program) (11,338 wells, 88,025 Has), whiles others have inscribed them in the Catalogue of private 
waters (6,225 wells, 45,124 Has). The process has proved to be difficult. More than 3,000 cases were presented for 
revision. This context of coexistence of different types of types over the same resources made it difficult to establish 
and enforce management plans for the recuperation of degraded aquifers.  
 
Affecting the use of ground waters in the Upper Guadiana basin, we also have to take into account the declaration of 
overexploitation of the Aquifer 23 (provisionally in 1987 and definitely in 1994) that established a severe reduction of 
the abstractions without any economic compensation, the prohibition of giving new concessions to all users.  
 
The reform of the 1985 Water Law by the 46/1999 Water Act doesn’t introduce any change upon regulation of 
property rights of private waters but does introduce the possibility for the administrative concession holders of selling 
their use rights to other administrative concession holders for a period of time. At the same time, this 46/1999 Act 
foresees the possibility of water public banks which aim is to reach a superior level of efficiency in the use of water.  
 
The Hydrological National Plan Act 10/2001, 5th of July, foresees the elaboration of a Special Plan for the Upper 
Guadiana Basin which should accomplish the following actuations aimed at a sustainable use of the Upper Guadiana 
basin wetlands: (1) reordering of the existing water use rights, (2) authorisation to modify the existing exploitation 
regime of wells (3) concessions during drought periods (4) other measures aimed at achieving the hydrological and 
environmental balance. The NHP established a period of one year since its approval for the development of the SPGB. 
A proposal of the Plan was elaborated. However it was a highly contested project and is now being revised by the 
river basin administration. 
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ANNEX 3.  INTERVIEWS 
 
A total of  15 interviews were conducted during October and November 2004  
 
Environmental NGOs 
Miguel Ángel Hernández 
 Ecologists in Action (EIA) Castilla-La Mancha 
 Coordinator 
 
José Manuel Hernández 
 Ecologists in Action (EIA)  

Member of ‘Ojos del Guadiana’ Association 
  
Oscar Frías 
 SEO-Bird Life 
 Chief of the Conservation Department 
 
 
Universities and Research Centers 
Pedro Brufao 
 Profesor. Department of Administrative Law 
 University of Extremadura 
 
Luis Martínez Cortina 
 Groundwater Research Centre 
 Hydrogeologist 
 
Julio Berbel 
 Professor. University of Córdoba 
 Farmers Consultant  
 
Farmers Organisations 
Araceli Olmedo 
 President of CGUA23 
 Member of ASAJA 
 
Mª José García Vizcaíno 
 Users Community of Campo de Montiel 
 Lawyer 
 
Cristóbal Torres 
 UPA Castilla-La Mancha 
 Secretary 
 
 
Administration 
Elena Román 
 Ministry of the Environment 
 Law Department 
 
José Antonio Fernández Sánchez  
 Regional Department of Public Works 
 General Director of Water 
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Manuel Díaz-Salazar 
 Regional Department of Industry 
 Chief of the Department  
 
José Ramón Aragón 
 Guadiana Hydrographic Confederation 
 Department of Planning 
 
Ramón Salas 
 Guadiana Hydrographic Confederation 
 Department of Planning 
 
Manuel Carrasco 
 Director of the National Park of Las Tablas de Daimiel 
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